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July 27, 2020 
 
 
1100 Johnson St. 
Tallulah, LA 71282 
Desma Kelly, EdD, Principal 
Dawn Turner-Brown, Master Teacher 
Dawn Kline, Secretary 
Alelia Johnson, Counselor 
 

Dear Tallulah Elementary Parents and Guardians: 

Thank you for your support and understanding as our schools, district, community, and nation 

embark upon returning to school this 2020-21 school year.  As the COVID-19 crisis continues, it has 

required a high level of flexibility and cooperation on everyone.  With the opening of schools in the 

coming weeks, schools and classes will appear different for the 2020-21 school year.  Tallulah 

Elementary scholars will have the option to select between Virtual and Traditional Model learning 

(adhering to group size model depending on what phase state/district is under).   

Please read the options below and select which option you prefer for the first nine-weeks, sign, 

mail and return this letter to the school: 

 

_____OPTION I - 100% Virtual 

A virtual option is open to all the families of TES scholars. Families choosing the virtual option will 

sign up for a minimum of one nine-week period. In this option, scholars will be able to participate in 

virtual learning from home, made possible by teachers on the campus who will provide Tier I aligned 

lessons and supports.  

Scholars will receive a grade for all assignments in accordance with Board policy. Computer and 

internet accessibility are required, and the schools will provide devices for all scholars in need of 

technology. 

______ Check this line if you choose Option I and need a computer.  
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______OPTION II – Traditional Model 

The traditional model will provide elementary scholars with daily face-to-face instruction, a 

maximum group size of 25 individuals (including teachers), social distancing to the maximum extent 

possible and an emphasis placed on literacy and numeracy with built-in remediation to meet 

scholars' individual needs. 

To achieve limited group sizes, everyone on the school campus will work to allow for smaller groups. 

This will provide for the essential face-to-face instruction our youngest scholars so desperately need 

while adhering to all guidance. Scholars will remain in static groups in this instruction model with 

staff rotating in as needed. Scholars are required to follow all safety and health guidelines, wear a 

MASK every day, adhere to social distance, and hygiene etiquette, etc. while on campus. 

To ensure that your child receives all written notices, newsletters, emails and/or phone calls 

regarding any changes or school notices, please update all contact information in JPAMS in the 

Parent’s Command Center.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Desma Kelly 

Principal 

 

Please sign, mail, and return this letter by August 1, 2020.  Thank you and stay safe 

Scholar’s Signature ____________________________________________   Grade ____________ 

 

Parent’s Signature ______________________________________________ 

 

                                  ______________________________________________ 

 

Counselor’s Signature ___________________________________________ 

 


